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USING THE HOT CARRIER DIODE AS A DETECTOR

Wrr,

to conventional devices, hot carrier diodes in detector a p
plication have scveral advantages.
Having lower noise antl better conversion efficiency, they are more sensitive,
especially for low video frequency operation. Low reverse leakage current
antl nearly ideal diode characteristics
perinit precise analytic circuit design
ant1 provide wider dynamic range. 1Jniformity and stability insure the reproducibility ant1 longevity ol circuit performance. These electrical advantages
apply in the RF spectrum extending
well beyond S-band and, for some applications, beyond X-band. Moreover,
their electrical antl mechanical ruggedness enhance their desirability in situations requiring high performance and
long life in severe environments.
I n detector applications there are
several criteria to be considered:
(1) Sensitivity, comprising:
(a) conversion (rectification)
efficiency
(b) bandwitltli (RF and video)
(c) dynamic resistance
((1) noise properties
(2) Square-law range
(3) Burnout energy
It has been industry practice to
rnentsirw rather than analyze antl evaluate sensitivity, specifying only a particular set of measurement conditions.
With the ideality of a Schottky barrier
t 1i od e, Iiowe ve r , this ex pe r i in e n t a 1
approach is unnecessary, because performance under any conditions can be
precisely evaluated and optimized analytically, a s discussed i n this article.
Rb:sPEcr

THE ' H O T CARRIER' DIODE AS
A N ULTRA-FAST DETECTOR,
M I X E R , A N D SWITCH
The 'hot carrier' diode is a new semiconductor rectifying device that offers a
number of advantages over p-n junctions
or point contact diodes. Compared t o p-n
junctions the hot carrier diode has a much
higher frequency capability; compared t o
point contact diodes it has improved electrical performance and mechanical ruggedness. It is also important because it
has a nearly-ideal diode characteristic;
consequently its conversion efficiency i n
mixer applications is higher than other
diodes. Other important properties include a low noise and a large square-law
range.

ciency of it diode. Conversion efficiency
can be expressd" as:

The metal-on-semiconductor concepts
on which the hot carrier diode is based
extend back several decades t o the work
of Schottky, although these concepts were
not pursued until recently because of
technological limitations. Development
work has now been carried out in the light
of present technology by hp associates,
-hp-'s division concerned with semiconductor research, development and manufacturing. A result of this has been that
hot carrier diodes have been produced by
hpa for the last year, the first such diodes
commercially available.
The articles by hpa engineers in this
issue describe the advances in detector
and mixer performance possible with
these diodes. These articles are condensations of original articles, reprints of
which are available on request.

nonlinear relationship and introduces
high levels of flicker noise.
RF BANDWIDTH

where , 8 = ~

I n equation 1 , the sccontl facto1
describe? the R F Irequency reymnse,
where I, is the R F cutoff frequency.
Since Schottky bairier lifetimc is negligible, the cutoff frequency can be analytically expressed as:

and R, = parasitic series resistance of
diode.

f, =

[&I

2ircnm

DYNAMIC RESISTANCE

T h e value of R,, can be adjusted
with bias current according to the relation:

R -

1 = tlynamic resistance

(2)

of Schottky barrier.
Although the adjustability of R, is not
unique to hot carrier diodes, the use of
bias current in other devices yields ;I

where C, = Schottky barrier
capic itance

* T h e expressions given here. without proof are developed i n
the author's original unabridged article; copies available
on request.
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SENSITIVITY

Consider first the conversion effi-
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Fig. 1. R F cutoff frequency of diode conversion e f i ciency and variation o f Schottky barrier capacitance
ratio with diode bias current.
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Fig. 2 . Spectral density of relative noise power (or
"noise temperature ratio") for hot carrier and point
contact devices.
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HOT CARRIER DIODES
H o t carrier devices are distinguished
from the more conventional semiconductor
devices in that the junction consists of a
metal and a semiconductor rather than two
different semiconductors. The junction in
hot carrier diodes is made t o be rectifying
instead of ohmic through choice of materials with suitably-related work functions. In
the diodes thus formed, current flow occurs
mainly by means of majority carriers (usually electrons in practice rather than holes
because of the higher mobility of electrons). When the diode is forward-biased,
the majority carriers are injected into the
metal at a much higher energy level than
the metal’s existing free electrons - hence
the name ‘hot carrier’ diodes.
A qualitative description of the operation
of the hot carrier diode in comparison wjth
the operation of a p-n junction can be given
in terms of the accompanying energy level
diagrams.
In the p n junction it will be recalled that
holes are injected from the p t o the n side
and exist there as minority carriers. Similarly, electrons are injected from the n t o
the p. Although the existence of these minority carriers is necessary for current t o

C, = barrier capacitance at
zero bias.
Although the variation of C, with bias
can be expressed analytically, the relationship is more easily seen in curve
form, ;IS given in Fig. 1,with the RF
cutoff frequency. T h i s cutoff lrequency, with the calculable low-lrequeucy factor, describes the conversion
efficiency at any frequency antl bias
level.

and

flow, their presence becomes troublesome
when i t is desirable t o obtain a rapid response in junction conditions t o a change
or reversal of the bias. If the polarity of the
bias is reversed, for example, current will
flow easily in the reverse direction until the
minority carrier density is reduced either
by removal or recombination. The flow of
reverse current lowers rectification efficiency if the diode is used as a detector or
increases the reverse recovery time if the
diode is used as a switch. The time constant for the reduction of the minority carrier density is the lifetime. Much work has
been done t o minimize l i f e t i m e s , b u t
shorter lifetimes are usually obtained at a
sacrifice of other desirable qualities.
In the hot carrier diode there exists at
the semiconductor-to-metal interface an
energy barrier known as the Schottky barrier which occurs because of the difference
in the work functions of the two materials.
This barrier is decreased by a forward bias
and increased by a reverse bias; hence, the
barrier results in a rectifying diode. In the
forward bias condition the majority carriers
(electrons) are injected from the semiconductor into the metal where they initially
have an energy level substantially above
the metal‘s free electrons. In the metal the
hot electrons give up their excess energy in

a remarkably short time-about
100 femtoseconds (femtosecond = l o + second)
after which they become part of the sea of
free electrons in the metal.
The electron flow from semiconductor t o
metal occurs with virtually n o flow o f
minority carriers in the reverse direction.
Consequently, the response t o a change in
bias in the hot carrier diode is much faster
than p-n junctions. Even the slowest hot
carrier diodes have lifetimes of less than
two hundred picoseconds, while the faster
ones have lifetimes too short t o be presently measurable. In addition, the low minority carrier density means that there is
less stored charge in the junction. This, in
turn, reduces the drive requirements when
the diode is operated as a switch.
Hot carrier diodes have a larger area contact with larger capacitance than point contact diodes, but they also have the ability
t o handle greater power and are less sensitive t o current transients than point contacts. They are also mechanically more
stable and have more nearly ideal and reproducible electrical characteristics.

pressed as a component of the noise
temperature ratio, according to the relation which may be called either
“spectral noise power density ratio” or
“spot noise temperature”:

Next applying definitions ( 5 ) and (6)
we have the full description of the
noise property:

B

<< E

t(f) = t,,

gives Spot Noise
Tempera tiire

+ Lf2

B = Video Bandwidth
= Fixed Component
f, = “Noise Corner”

DIODE NOISE

Available Noise Power

(5)

t,

Perhaps the most outstanding feature of the -hpa- hot carrier diode is
its low noise. T h e noise property of any
two-terminal device is conveniently
represented as the ratio of its available
noise power to thermal noise power.
This ratio is often called (though somewhat erroneously) the 77oise temperatiire ~ n t i ot:,

= (4 k T ) (Video Bandwidth)

contact

(4)

I n situations where the presence of
flicker noise is significant, it is ex-

Then, integiating equation (5) ovei a
band gives the noise teniperiiture ratio
f o t t h n t b a n d , B = f, - f l :
In B
f,
In terms of these definitions the noise
properties of the -hpa- 2350 series hot
carrier diodes are analymble. t,, is a
constant, while f, varies jointly ;IS the
bias current, according to the relation:
t,

f,

= t,

f,
+-

f,

= KSL

(7)
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Hot carrier diodes are produced by hpa
as epitaxial silicon devices using metals on
n-type silicon. The construction of the hpa
hot carrier diode is shown in the diagram.

I

I

t(f)

= t,.+

1,

= t,

KhJ,
S

KliL
+B

In

€2

fl

I n the -hpa- 2350 series:
t,, = .85 f .05
K, = 1.8 -C 1.6 Hz per lamp
I, = Bias Current
A plot oE equation (8) for bias currents
of 27 p m p and 300 l a m p is given in
Fig. 2. These curves were constructed
using average values of the constants
t,. and K, from ;I number of diodes,
rather than averaging the data a n d
drawing curves to fit. T h e closeness of
the fit is therefore a check on the validity oE equation (8) antl ;I testimony
to the uniformity of the diode noise
properties.
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Fig. 3. Low-frequency tangential sensitiuity of hot car-

rier diode detector us. bias current f o r various equiualent noise resistances.

SYSTEM NOISE

T h e total noise in a detector system
can be expressed as an equivalent noise
current at the input, being the vector
sum of tliotle noise current and equivalent amplifier noise current:

For the -hpa- 2350 series, the diode
component may be calculated:
4kTB
iN
RBI
diode = tB [R,

+

(10)

t,, is defined in equation (8).
T h e amplifier component can be measured or calculated from specifications.
Conversion efficiency antl noise propFig. 5 . Plot o f slopes
of low-frequency tangential signal sensitiui t y and of f r e q u e n c y
r e s p o n s e correction
factor f o r typical hpa
2350 s e r i e s d i o d e s .
Slope intersection defines o p t i m u m value o f
bias I , f o r giuen operating frequency f
and equivalent noise
resistance R 1.
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'TSS

(11)
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Rearranging the expression and substituting (1) gives:
2.5 iN

'TSS

lono

300

-10

erties combine to describe sensitivity.
Tmgential signal sensitivity, PTSs,is
the R F power level at which the signalto-noise ratio is approximately 2.5, antl
since the conversion efficiency describes
the signal current,

2.5 =

100

4 (MICROAMPS )

Fig. 4.Variation of tangential sensitivity frequency response correction factor us. bias current for typical
h p a 2350 series diodes.

-(MICROAMPS)

Fig. 2 also shows, for comparison,
the noise properties, under the same
conditions, ol' low-noise point contact
devices. With noise corners 3 t o 4 ordcrs of rnogllitrrde higher than those of
hot carrier diodes, they would introduce significant flicker noise even in
a fairly broad bandwidth. I n ;t 10 MHz
bandwidth, however, the flicker noise
contribution would be negligible. I t is
for this reason that the 10 MHL"standard" sensitivity specification bantlwidth is meaningless with respect to
applications involving video bands below l MHz.
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A detailed analysis* of PTSSO
yields the
results presented in Fig. 3 as a function
of bias current, for the amplifier conditions described. Notice that P,,,,
increases for increasing bias current
while the frequency correction factor,
Fig. 4, decreases. This means that at a
particular R F frequency there exists
an optimum bias current. It can be
shownYthat this optimum occurs when
the potitive slope of P,,,, matches the
negativr, slop? of the frequency factor.
In Fig. 5 these slopes are plotted so the

300

1000

Fig. 6. Upper limit o f square-law detection

range as a function of bias current for a
giuen square-law error, 6.

intersections occur at the optimum bias
for a particular amplifier and a particular R F frequency, while the ordinate scale describes the sensitivity penalty for deviation from optimum bias.
T h e curves, Figs. 3, 4, and 5 , give
values directly for a 100 kHz bandwitlth, for which flicker noise can be
ignored. T h e expression in Fig. 3 for
R,, takes account of flicker noise.
SQUARE-LAW RANGE

Another tlesign consideration is that
of square-law range. T h e lower limit
of the square-law range is PTSs(Figs. 3
and 4) while the upper limit is given in
Fig. 6 as a function of bias current.
Ordinarily, the bias current for broad
square-law will be much higher than
that for optimum P,,,. A designer may
therefore seek a comIiroinise, unless
square-law range takes precedence, in
which case the lowest bias current giv-
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1

Fig. 7. Normalized frequency response f o r
tangential signal power P L V and
~ detected
signal current.
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Fig. 8. Measured frequency response o f typical hpa 2350
.
at
series diodes f o r tangential signal power P T ~ sMeasured
27 p A bias with 10'- 5 H z video bandwidth.

N E W STANDARD BROADCAST
FREQUENCY OFFSET FOR 1966
For the past two years, the frequencies
of most standards broadcast stations have
been offset -150 parts in 1010 with respect
t o national frequency standards t o enable
the broadcast 1-second time intervals t o
approximate the 1-second intervals of the
UT2 time scale. Because of an imperceptible slowing of the earth's rotation, the
UT2 second is lengthening. Hence, the
offset for 1966, determined by the Bureau
International de I'Heure, under the International Astronomical Union, .will be -300
parts in 10'O.Accordingly, the frequencies
of National Bureau of Standards HF stations WWV and WWVH and VLF station
WWVL will be offset by this amount from
the United States Frequency Standard during 1966.
The carrier frequency of NBS standard
broadcast radio station WWVB will not be
changed since i t is maintained without offset from its nominal value of 60 kHz with
respect t o the U. S. Frequency Standard.l

TIME PULSE ADJUSTMENTS
In accordance with the policy of maintaining the time pulses emitted by WWVB
within 100 m s of the UT2 time scale, the
phase of the WWVB time pulses is t o be retarded 200 ms on Dec. 1, 1965, at 0000
hours UT (7:OO pm EST Nov. 30). The
phases of time pulses from WWV and
WWVH will not be changed on Dec. 1, 1965.

0.3

3
IO
FREQUENCY (GHz)

30

100

Fig. 9. Same as Fig. 8 except measurements made at bias current o f
300 P A . Figs. 8 and 9 demonstrate close co,rrespondence .of the
diodes' measured performance to theoretzcal performance.

ing the required square-law range
should be chosen.
At a selected bias current, the frequency response will always have the
same shape. A normalired frequency
response curve is given in Fig. 7 . Using
this shape and values of P.,,, and f,.
from Figs. 1 , 3, and 4, the curves of
Figs. 8 and I) were constructed for comparison with measuret1 values. Deviations are attributed to losses in tuning
and measurement errors. Diodes were
selected to represent the spread of
-hpa- 2350-series characteristics.

0.1

100

HOT CARRIER DIODE CHARACTERISTICS

*

For all diodes above, Rr = 1211 k 651. CO = 0.75 pF
0.25 PF
* For NF test, RF = 2 GHz, IF = 30 MHz, LO drive = 1 rnW

Although their mixer and detector
applications have been presented in
detail, this should not be interpreted
to mean that these are the only fruitful
areas of application for hot carrier
diodes. As high-speed switches, hot carrier diodes offer the possibility of gaining an order ot' magnitude in switching
speed. Furthermore, the low level of
minority carrier density reduces the
drive requirements. In the area of highspeed switching, a discussion ot' their
characteristics i n specific types of
switching applications is beyond the
scope of this article. Suffice it to say
that their characteristics of leakage and
breakdown voltage are comparable to
that of available high-speed P-N junction devices.
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USING THE HOT CARRIER DIODE AS A MICROWAVE MIXER

eY

IMAGE PORT

Fig. 1. Representation o f mixer as 3-port

linear network.

In high-frequency mixer applications the hot carrier diode is attractive
to designers because it has a number of
advantages oker the point contact diode usually used. For example:
1. The I-V characteristic relationship of the
hot carrier diode is more nearly that of a
perfect diode. The diode equation:

is ideal when n = 1. The value of n for the
hot carrier diodes is less than 1.08, whereas the lowest value of n for the point contact is rarely less than 1.3. The more
nearly ideal the diode I-V relationship (the
lower the n), the greater the conversion
efficiency at the barrier at any specified
local oscillator drive.
2. The hot carrier diode is almost a perfect
majority carrier device.": Its upper frequency limit is not dependent on minority
carriers. In switching applications the
diode's switching speed is not limited by
minority-carrier storage effects.
3. The higher breakdown voltage of the hot
carrier diode (> 15 volts) allows for
higher local oscillator drive with little increase in overall noise figure. This means
that the dynamic range can be increased
and the intermodulation distortion decreased with little loss of signal sensitivity.
4. The flicker or I/f noise is lower by more
than 30 dB, making the diode ideal as a
zero i-f doppler radar mixer. The reduction in I / f noise is due t o the surface
treatment between the metal-to-semiconductor junction and the simple planar
geometry of the junction.
* Bonded point contact diodes Contain a
whlbker

5 Shot noise (the main contributor t o the
noise temperature ratio at higher i-f frequencies) is lower. This is believed t o be
due to the reduced diffusion of minority
carriers. At a 30 MHz (Mc/s) i-f, the
measured noise temperature ratio is less
than 1.0 and typically 0.9.
6,The burn-out energy is higher than that
of the point contact when designed t o
operate at the same frequency.
7. The characteristics of the hot carrier diode
are more reproducible in production and
have tighter specifications and higher reliability than the point contact because
of the planar surface barrier utilizing epitaxial silicon technology.

MIXER CONVERSION LOSS AND
NOISE FIGURE

This paper is concerned with the use
of the hot carriei diode in microwave
mixing .ipplications, mixing being defined '15 the frequency conversion or
translation of a signal from its microwave frequencv to a lowei IF frequency. In the process of mixing there
are a loss of signal ant1 an increase 01
noise. These two important factors are
discussed in the following. This tliscussion is then concluded with a section giving mensuretl data on the hot
carrier diode 'is a mixer.
MIXER CONVERSION LOSS

T h e three-port linear network (Fig.
1 ) usually used to represent a microwave mixer can be reduced to a twoport linear network by terminating the
im'ige port. T h e image port can be
nr bitiarily terminated in any impetlnnce, but the thiee most important
possibilities are where the image is terminated ( A ) in 'I short circuit, (b) at
the same impedance as the signal, and
(c) in ,in open circuit. These three conditions of image termination will be
ieferred to as L,, L,, and L, following
the notation of Toi rey and T\'hitmer.'

P n region around the

Crystal Rectlflers, M I T Rad Lab, V o l 15, by H C Torrey
and C A Whitmer

Plotted i n Fiq. 2 are c,ilculatetl
cl,rveS for image termination (lcsignated as LO,I,,, L,, and Lx, lor the
typical -hpa- 2550 hot carrier diode.
~l~~ L,, contlition is closely related
L, since both are broadband conditions
with the image and signal a t the same
impetlanre. For L,, the LO power is
Inntc~letl
lor ,TliilimumVSMlR whereas

L, has the signal-image matched for
minimum conversion loss. T h e differente i n conver$ion loss between L,, and
L, is slight, .is indicated on the graph
of Fig. 2.
T h e equivalent circuit of the simple
mixei is shown in Fie. 3.
T h e tonversion loss plotted in Fig. 2
is the loss resulting trom the barrier
admittance matrix (conversion efficiency) and does not take into consideration the loss due to the diode's
time-invariant parasitic elements. T h e
schematic diagram of the mixet diode
a5 shown in Fig. 4 includes L,, C,, R,,
and C,, which form the parasitic elements. T h e barrier admittance matrix
is g(t).
T h e series inductance L, and the
shunt capacitance C, of the package or
cartridge ot the diode can often be incorporated into the microwave filters
or matching circuits of the mixer. T h e
p i ( kage elements plus the C,, harrier
capacitance antl R, series resistance are
the factors that limit the bandwidth
of the mixer. T h e elements L, antl
C, are the package limitations on the
mixer pei formance. These limitations
can, of course, be reduced by selecting
cartridges that have low values of L,
antl C,.
T h e fundamental limitation on the
conversion loss is the series resistance

'
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Fig. 2. Calculated conversion loss us. local oscillator available power f o r hpa 2350 series hot carrier diodes (parasitic
losses neglected).

Fig. 3. Equivalent circuit of a n ideal simple broadband mixer.
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P

Fig. 4 . Schematic diagram o f hot carrier
diode.

(spreading resistance) and the barrier
capacitance. T h e pi-o(luct of R, ant1 C,,
depends on the electrical pi-operties of
the semiconductor n i e t d ai the junction, the geometry of the junction antl
the barrier voltage. T h e R,C,, product
has been reduced i n thc hot carrier
diode by the geometry of the nietal-tosemicontluctor interface antl the use of
a thin epitaxial semiconductor layer.
Consider the package elements as
part of the iinpetlance matching network antl R, antl C,, as part of an RC
network in the signal port. T h e loss of
sigma1 to ihe dynamic barrier conductance can then be ca'lculatetl. T h e effciency ol conversion of the barrier
conductance is assumed to be u n changed by the R C network of Fig. 5 .
T h e ratio of power delivered to the
barrier signal resistance R,,, t o the
available signal power is noted i n
Equation (1).

where Pi, = power to the barrier resistance R,,,
P;, = available power signal.
T h e loss of power to the barrier resistance can be computed as a function
o f R,,, for ;I given diode. T h e calculation or R,,,
is tlifficult because of the
pi-ohlem of finding the LO voltage
w;cvet'orin ;icross the barrier. T h e miniinum 10,s For equation 1 can be found
.inti O C C I I I \ when R,,,
= 1 /&, a n d is
gilen i n Equation (2):

I,,,,,,,
=1

+ 2wCl,RS

(2)

Minimum loss for the -hpa- 2350
H o t Carrier Diode occurs a t a n LO

z

8 2
:
:
>

I I

available power in the range ol 1.0 i o
2.0 mW. T h e calcu1;itetl minimum loss
of power to the lmrrier of this tliotle is
app-oxirnately 1 .0 tlB at 2.0 GHz. T h e
R,,, (antl hence the loss) changes slowly
with LO tlrive because of the self-bias
of the diode. T h e self-bias voltage
developed across the series resistance
tends to oppose the tlecre;ise in barrier
resistance as the LO tlrive power is
increased. As the LO tlrive decreases,
the barrier capacitance retluces the signal a t the barrier atlmittance. T h e
same decrease of signill occurs with increasing tlrive clue to the series resistance. T h e conversion loss due to the
b ai.I:
ier athnittance tlecreases inonotonically with increasing LO drive, which
is shown by the curve of L,, calculated
i n Fig. 6. However, the plot of the
measured value L,,contains ;I combination effect ol the barrier conversion
efficiency antl the parasitic loss. T h e
third curve is the measured Noise Figure antl was included to show that the
noise temperature ratio is also a slowlyincreasing function of LO tlrive. T h i s
Noise Figure is slightly greater than
the increase due to the conversion loss
and i-f noise figure.
If the diode is operated a t low frequencies ( I J H F or lower), the parasitic
losses can be minimized by using lower
LO drive. However, even with impetlance-inatching of the r-f and i-f signals,
t h e conversion loss would increase
when the point is reached where the
tlecrease i n parasitic loss is matched by
the decrease i n conversion efficiency.
Hence the minimum conversion loss is
always a coni1x-omise between parasitic
losses antl conversion efficiency of the
barrier.
MIXER NOISE FIGURE

Fig. 6 . Conversion loss
(La) a n d noise figure
( N F , ) f o r typical hpa
2350 series diodes us. LO
available power. f n = 2
G H z , I F = 30 M H z ,
NF~F
= 1.5 d B .

( n e g l e c t i n g parasitic losses j

10

.A.-..

Fig. 5. RC network including parasitic elements of hot carrier diode.

width to the thermal power within the
same i-f bandwitlth. For the miser
tliode this ratio is equal to the conversion loss ratio times the noise temperature ratio.
T h e noise figure most often listed on
the data sheet is a 1-eceiver noise figure.
This is a ~ne;rsurenienttaken with a n
i-i amplifier that simulates a n overall
broadband receiver noise figure measurement. T h i s noise figure, NF,, (ratio), is noted in the following equation:
NF,, = Lo (tx

+ NFrF - I )

(3)

L,,is the broadband conversion
loss (ratio) including the loss
due to the parasitic elements,
t, is the noise temperature ratio,
NF,, is the noise figure ratio
of the i-f amplifier.
T h e definition of receiver noise figure as summarized in Equation (3) is
more coniplicatetl than it seems. This
is because the noise temperature ratio
t, is not independent of the conversion
loss' as noted in Equation 4 for the
broadhantl case.
2
2
--)+(4)
L,,
L"
I is an average noise temperature obtained by averaging the instantaneous
t,=T(l

2 G. C. Messenger and C. T. McCoy, Theory and Operation o f
Crystal Diodes as Mixers, Prac. IRE, Sept., 1957, p. 1269.

T h e noise figure iating is probably
the most important specification on
the mixer diode. T h e noise figure is
the ratio of actual miser output available noise power within the i-f bantl-

l~m!
1.o

0

100

AVAILABLE LO. POWER (mW)
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Fig. 7 . Double-exposure oscillogram comparing I-V characteristics o f typical hpa
2350 series diode and point contact diode.
H o t carrier diode has steeper forward
curve and higher reverse resistance. For
forward curves, vertical = 20 m A / d i v ,
Horizontal = 0.2 V / d i v ; f o r reuerse, vertical = 10 V / d i v , horizontal = 10 pA/diu.

Lo > 3, the average noise temperature
ratio greatly affects t, and thus the
overall noise figure of the mixer.
MEASUREMENTS OF THE HOT CARRIER
DIODE AS A MICROWAVE MIXER

FREQUENCY (GHz)

Fig. 8. Noise figure ( N F , ) us. frequency
for typical hpa 2350 series diode. Broadband Lo test conditions with LO = 1 mW,
IF = 30 M H z , NFJp = 1.5 dB.

noise from the crystal as the LO voltage
varies over a cycle. If the LO voltage
source is also noisy, this adds to t. In
balanced mixers the LO noise can be
greatly reduced b y cancelling techniques. T h e value o f ? goes to YZ i n the
limit when the noise is Only shot noise'
At a n i-f of 30 MH7, t, has been measured as low :is 0.8 with Lo = 4, which
calculates to a T = 0.6. T h e reason
for the low value o f t and hence t, For
the hot carrier diode is the high breakdown voltage in the back
The noise generate'' when the Lo
age swings in the back voltage rlireceven untler high Lo
is
drive. T h e I-V curves of the hot carrier
diode ant1 a point contact diode are
shown in Fig. 7 . I n Fig. 7 , the back
lro'tage bre'lkc'own is shown. T h e back
current resulting from this breakdown
is extremely noisy; hence' when the-Lo
region9 is
swings i n t o
greatly increased. I f the
becomes ideal (Lo = 2), there is no loss of
signal within the mixer; the Signal
power is completely tonvertetl to the
i-f antl image. This means that noise
cannot be a(l(le(l in the conversion
process because conversion is nondissipa ting. Hence as the conversion effibecomes less imciencY goes to
portant. In practical mixers where the
TABLE I
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HPA 2350
Test Frequency(''
Receiver Noise Ffgure (NF$'i
(NF I = 1 5 dB)
Conversion Loss (L.)
Noise temperature ratio ( t )
IF Impedance ('I
RF Impedance (VSWR)
Temperature -50°C to 100°C
Burnout

RF Input
2 0 GHz
Maximum
7 0 dB max
55dBmax
1 0 max
150 to 250 ohms
1 5 max

I-f output
30 M H r

Typical
6 5 dB
50dB
175 ohms
13

= 004 dB/"C typical

5 ergs minimum

ill All tests weie made En the -hpa- 806A primary standard test holder with
a LO available power of 1 0 mW and a R = 1 ohm d c ground return The
i f amplifier has a noise figure of 1 5 dB at 30 MHz The diode was tested
under broadband L conditions
121 The noise figure IS a single sideband receiver noise figure The argon
discharge tube used in the noise figure meter was corrected to an excess
noise of 15 1 dB as reported by National Bureau of Standards
I31 IF impedance was measured at 30 MHz

T h e hot carrier diode is similar to
the point contact diode i n theory and
1
10
10
100
operation. Hence, the measurements
L O AVAILABLE POWER irnW)
or characterization of the diode are the
same as for the point contact diode and Fig. 9.Noise figure us. LO available power
a typical hpa 2350 series diode. Broadany departures will be noted i n this for
band Lo, IF = 30 M H z , NFI, = 1.5 dB.
section. Test procedures and theory of
measurement of microwave mixers are mixer can be increased one or two
well documented.
ortlerg of magnitude with little inThe first and
measurement crease in noise figure. This points out
the low internal noise generation of
is the I-v curve ol the diode. Fig.
shows the curves for the hot carrier the hot carrier diode under high L O
diode -hpa- 2350 and a typical point drive.
Figure IO is a plot of i-f impedance
contact diode. T h e higher breakdown
voltage a n d the greater nonlinearity vs. L O available powcr. T h e impedin the forward clirection of the hot car- ance is almoqt purely resistive because
rier diode a~ comparetl
the point the reactances of the parasitic elements
are negligible. 'The low-noise i-f amplicontact diode is typical.
Microwave mixer diodes are tested fiers are a170 sensitive with respect to
i n holders which become a n important qource impedance. Care should be
consideration in the
In given to matching the mixer's i-f impedance to the input impedance of the
order to asslire a StandardiLation, pri.
mary stantlartl mixer holtlers are spec- i-f aniplifier to obtain the lowesl overified by the Armed Services Electro- all noise figure.
Standard Agency, T f l e purpose of these
CONCLUSIONS
holders is to assure that the diodes are
T h e hot car1ier diodes mike exceltested under the same condition of
lent mixers as shown by the measureimage termination.
image is tel- ments of these diodes presented i n this
minatetl for broatlbancl Lo contlitions. article. T h e theory antl operation of
The -hpa- 2350 is in a miniature glass the hot carrier diodes are similar to the
package, which requires a different pri- point contact diodes. T h e diodes are,
mary standard holder, Such a coaxial however, not directly interchangeable.
hol(ler has been (lesigned and built to T h e parasitic elements, mainly the bartest -hpa- hot carrier diodes. T h e rier capacitance, are different, thus reholder, -hpa- 806A, is adjusted for quiring tliffeient operating conditions
bro;itlbantl L,, conditions. Microwave of LO drive antl impedance levels.
tests performed on the diode in this
Improvemcnts in cartridge design,
~ i o l t ~ are
e r equivalent to point contact reductions in the series resistance antl
tliotle
in
JAN primary
the barrier capacitance are resulting in
holder. T h e use of a n -hpa- primary high performance hot carrier mixer
test 11oltler is the only major (leparture diodes with lrequency limitations to
from h$/IIL-STD-75&Test I,rocetlures above X-Band.
used in evaluating are liatecl in MIL-Milton Crane
D-750 in Section 4100.
280
Resides the tests listed i n MIL-STD240
0
750, measurernenty, as shown i n Figs.
200
U
8, 9 antl 10, have also been made to
5n 160
assist in application engineering. Fig. 8
E 120
I
is a plot ot Noise Figure (NF,) vs. frey- 80
quency. T h e L O available power was
40
1
10
10
100
1 .0 mlV Fig. I) is a plot 01 Noise Figure
L O AVAILABLE POWER (mW)
(NF,) vs. available LO power. This
plot is of particular interest to receiver Fig. 10. IF impedance us. LO available
power for typical hpa 2350 series diode.
designers because of the effect of high IF = 30 M H z , f o = 2.0 GHz, broadband Lo
test conditions.
LO drive. T h e dynamic range of the
I

yi
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